
  

Feel You Babe 

 

Your love is a therapy 

Kind of a remedy 

Forever in memory 

Know it’s the way 

Baby it’s true you 

Shape my world 

Heal my soul 

Make me complete 

Better than anything else 

You’re my lullaby 

Put that verses on my mind 

Beautify my whole world 

I can feel you more 

You’re the best 

For the rest of my life 

You know you can be mine 

See inside of your heart 

No matter how you do it 

Lean on me the way you want it 

Whatever you got me there 

 Gotta love you honey 

If ready to be with me 

Never gonna stop 

Keep you safe by my side 

Until the journey ends. 

 

-Dilanda Madusanka- 



My God & Goddess 

  

Dedicated everything for me 

Higher than the mountain Everest 

Shed tears, sweat and blood 

Lot more than the sea 

How you both love me 

It’s so pure, I feel it 

Worth it than others 

Can be touched physically 

By mentally, how far I can reach you 

Feel your difficulties even in dreams 

Hope to end up hardships 

Try in my best to achieve all 

You gave up your pleasure 

The treasure what I got from you 

A good education with good qualities 

For the betterment of my life 

Mom, you’re my Goddess 

Lights up my path 

Dad, you’re my God 

Gives strengths to move forward 

Don’t know how you feel this 

But, mean it to make it worth 

Each and every single word I’m writing 

Make a wish for happier lives. 

 

-Dilanda Madusanka- 

 



Addiction 

  

My heart is in the jail 

Iron bars won’t let me go 

Though can see the light 

Wanna keep my eyes close 

I’m being a slacker 

Destroyer, Ima terminator 

Lose controller, disrupter 

The raptor in my body makes me weaker 

Thinker, damn terrible tinker 

Tinkering all the bad out of bless 

Ima farmer cultivate negativity upon you 

Priority let the drugs to be closer 

It’s a monster higher than my desire 

That desire makes me mature 

Ritual, it’s been going as usual 

No survivals without injecting 

Feels like up to the heaven but, 

Burning out in the hell 

Middle of the silence 

Walk through cruelty of the dark 

Uncertainties become awful 

Life is just like Halloween 

Mind blowing crazy things 

Mess me up, hit me on the ground 

My addiction, never see the reduction 

Need more attention, prescriptions, restrictions 

Guilty zones, reckless tones 



Taking pills to get thrills as meals 

Please take me out of this misery. 
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Beloved Sculpture 

  

Not the fantasy 

Made up with real 

I’m so impressed 

To see in real world 

Out of mystery 

History I know about 

Not exactly the same 

People told around me 

Which I got from you 

They never see it 

Can’t feel it except me 

Even in dreams 

How many sorcerers played with you 

Making your innocent depressed? 

Suffered times, weakened heart 

Visible it in your blurred eyes 

Dying in this hell cage 

How to feel breeze 

So harm than witch hazel 

Think you’re at your wits end 

Just wipe out your tears 



I’m holding you hardly 

No one can ever ruin 

Your enthralling performance 

Whisper every secret you hide 

I’m guarding, watching around sorely 

No more enemies left 

Only me and my blood. 
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Illusion 

  

Painful memories 

Hit me thoroughly 

Repeating the same tears 

From dusk till dawn 

Chasing after her 

Telling I’m the best 

Such a shame but, 

Why don’t I feel it that way? 

Wet floors with slippery slopes 

Moves normal, vibes abnormal 

Wise to be away from you 

Heart-talks folks give 

No confident to confirm that 

Conducting conclusions critically 

Slide by slide, side by side 

See the reflection of your signs 



Looking backwards 

Try to loop the best moments of us 

Pause in every micro segments 

Ignite deep macro sympathies 

Girl, 

Why don’t you feel this way too? 

Hard to believe you covered it up 

Cunning through my pure love. 
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God’s Plan 

  

Under the thousands of lights 

Holding hands walking 

Having lovely wishes 

Humming, whispering 

Baby, feel your 

More than anything else 

That’s a pure perfection but, 

Feels like a fairytale 

Waited so long 

Counting days & weeks 

Making my mind to be patient 

Silent pain in my heart 

Need no clarifications 

Wherever I go 

Want to be with you 



Whatever I see 

I see your face everywhere cos, 

You’re a part of me now 

Nothing can do to escape it 

Both hearts are so bounded 

Even if things make us to stay away 

Nothing happens to both of our minds 

Never change, never break 

Never going to be reduced the love 

As you’re the one I need 

You’re the only girl I need 

You got my heart already 

Now no matter what happens to me 

Give my whole love never get back 

It’s all God’s plan. 
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Merry Christmas 

  

Walk to the heaven 

Through the candle light 

Feeling so curious 

Nothing’s going wild 

See the blinking star 

In the sky far away 

But not much far away 

To see your perfect smiles 



The God bless us for sure 

In this charming Christmas day 

What we got to do 

Spread love for all 

My wish is for you all 

To be with better lives 

Make yourself a Santa Claus 

For each and every heart. 
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Politics 

  

high tones go wild 

Big mouths make us blind 

Think they are smart 

But visible it as greed 

Give promises, new premises 

Same lies in every times 

Zombie zones, wicked smiles 

Guns with drugs, delivery schedules 

Killed people, raped women 

Destroyed forests, inhabitants 

Black art around them 

Flames of curse 

Losers with dirty hands 

Hold little kids 

Show genuine outside 



Covering into white dresses 

Fireworks along their paths 

Bulletproof cars no road rules 

Castles with bodyguards 

Get kicks in virtue of our ‘x’ 

Bending over in front of them 

For the betterment of the country 

What a sin we did in the last election 

How does it feel today? 

Time has been changed 

To eradicate zombie politics 

Even at this time 

Think before we vote. 
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No Matter What 

  

Though the distance makes us alone 

My love for you never goes down 

Though I miss your kisses day by day 

Never gonna fade the taste you left on my lips 

Though your parents don’t allow to be with me physically 

Don’t mind we’re always in heart to heart 

Though heap of problems come towards us 

Don’t be afraid I’ll head up to all panics 

Though people spell out bad things around us 

Let them burn time pass by 



Though many girls come to hold my hands 

You’re the only one can hold my heart 

Though we’re in different religious ways 

Doesn’t matter to make love between us 

Though people tried to separate us 

Finally it became a crap useless in vain 

Though your mother tongue isn’t the same mine 

Your smile is the best language to feel you more 

Though we couldn’t get selfies recently 

Captured your movements by my heart wherever we’ve been through 

Though got no times to share gifts 

We always share emotions to be last-long 

You’re the one need to be with bae 

Know it all more than thousand times 

The path is clear enough even has ditches 

Let’s walk together holding hands no matter what. 
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For You Ex 

  

No regrets, no tears, no pains indeed 

IDK but were idiocies 

Implored me around you but, 

Imperiled be badly 

How much you impaired me 

I was immobile for few days 

You ignited flames in my heart 



Felt like was in ICU 

You were there my idee fixe 

Promised to keep imperishable love but, 

Imagine what you did icily for me 

It was just like immolation 

Did you see my infected heart? 

Injected much drugs turning into normal 

Used to be like an idler 

Sitting on the floor idly looking at the sky 

You gave me inferiority complex 

Lot bigger than a blazing inferno 

Illusion haunted inside of me 

Now it is faded in another way 

Though we were ill-assorted couple 

It took times to indicate that 

If and when we ever meet again 

Hope you feel how important I am 

Hey now, I am used to live without you 

Threw those ignoble thoughts away 

If you’re able to see me now 

Look how happy I am without you. 
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Exams 

  

Exhausting but terrifying 

Under some circumstances 



Make us to think 

Where we should be 

Escaping from friend zones 

Selfish with own notes 

No sleep 

Hitting all the books 

Cutting through complexities 

Find short notes 

Not getting proper fuel to the body 

Starving with hopes 

Try to find even least joy 

Procrastinating 

The day in the exam 

Jam all the facts 

Scratching the head 

Picking the nose 

Remembering all the lecturers 

Blessings for self-reputation. 
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F-R-I-E-N-D-S 

  

Shivering cold nights 

The warm is worth 

It’s a priceless prize 

Just like friends 

Journey of the life like 

Frisky monkeys in the jungle 



Move back and forth 

Supporting each other 

Circumstances of living ways 

Need hands to hold 

To alleviate sufferings 

Fusion of wisdom 

Drugs can heal pains 

Whatever physical 

Friends can halt pains 

Whatever in heart 

A remedy for reticent 

As an entourage 

Show precise directions 

Assist through hurdles 

Keep friendships 

Better than being selfish 

Here’s the way to go 

Only with good friends. 
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The Prostitute 

  

Dark sky 

Lights of the roadside 

Silenced surrounds 

Make my routine 

People in hunger 

Ready to hunt feelings 



Removing genuine outfits 

Inside this tiny room 

Still 23 

But do lot more than 23 

They think I’m beautiful 

But I’m dying inside 

Lost all the family members since childhood 

Except my little brother 

Have to make money 

To keep him alive 

If the reality is 

He has a cancer 

Need much money 

To cover up his cost of medicine 

That’s why I became a night girl 

To save his life 

I can’t let him die 

He is my whole world 

I’m dreaming for a better future 

Like other people do 

To have a good family 

Getting rid of this miserable life 

My little brother, please pardon me 

You don’ 

... 
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